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From Andy… 

 

Four Square 

 

This drill is quick and gives everyone a chance to field and throw many times. 

It can be used as a competition game between teams. 

Have your team break into squads of four - coaches can join in to make even teams.  

Arrange the players in a small square, about 10 feet apart on a side, with a base in the 

middle: 

 

    A            B 

 

          [  ] 

 

    C            D 

 

One player starts with the ball, and sends the ball across the square.  

The player fields the ball and throws/tosses to the player to the left. 

The player receiving that throw/toss sends the ball across the square. 

The player fields the ball and throws/tosses to the player to the left.  

 

Eventually, the ball comes back to the starting player from a fielder. 

 

So, using grounders and tosses going left, it looks like this: 

Player A starts with the ball and rolls a grounder to player D across the square.  

Player D fields the ball and underhand tosses to the left to player C (like a toss from SS to 

2nd). 

Player C takes the toss and rolls a grounder across the square to player B. 

Player B fields the ball and underhand tosses to the left to player D.  

Player D takes the toss and rolls a grounder across the square to player A. 

Player A fields the ball and underhand tosses to the left to player B. 

Player B takes the toss and rolls a grounder across the square to player C.  

Player C fields the ball and underhand tosses to the left to player A. 

 

The throw going across the square can be: 

 

* a rolled grounder 

* a short hop 

* a pop up 

* a normal throw 

 



The throw going around the square can also be any type of throw.  

The direction of the throw around the square can be to the left or to the right. 

 

I try to use this combination, four times around each: 

 

Across     Around     Direction 

------     ------     ---------  

 

Grounder   Toss       Left 

Grounder   Toss       Right 

 

(Back up 4 steps away from the base) 

 

Short hop  Throw      Left 

Short hop  Throw      Right 

 

(Back up 4 steps away from the base) 

 

Popup      Throw      Left 

Popup      Throw      Right 

 

Every time around, each player starts a play, fields a play, makes a throw, and takes a 

throw.  Once players get quick with the drill, they can go around each square pretty 

quickly.  

In less than 10 minutes, the each player has performed 96 actions!  (4 actions * 4 squares 

* 6 drills) 

 

This drill can accommodate up to 16 players (four at each base) at one time, and all are 

involved. 

 

This quick drill can be used prior to games, keeps everyone alert and involved, and gets a 

lot of reps fielding and throwing. 

 

--//-- 

 

 

From John… 

 

I line my outfielders up about 20 to 30 feet away directly in front of me. I have the first 

person in the line step up and turn his back to me. I then throw the ball high either to his 

right or left approximately 10 to 15 feet away from him and give a signal at the same time 

for him to turn. He then spots the ball and runs in a curve pattern to catch it. 

  

This helps him spot the ball (as all outfielders lose the ball for a second or two on sunny 

days, it helps him learn to circle around behind the ball which I always tell my outfielders 

to make sure they are behind it. It is much easier to come in on the ball then chase it 



behind you. It also gives them the confidence to go after the ball the is not hit directly to 

them. At the end of the drill, they have to immediately position themselves to get rid of 

the ball and make an accurate throw to a player that I set up near me. Many times, we’ll 

even make a game out of it where I take a few kids and another coach takes a few kids 

and we play until 20 or 30 clean catches and throws are made. Loser runs a lap (which on 

our team means they all run a lap. We have a rule that this is a team sport and we do 

everything as a team which includes running laps. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Doug… 

 

We do one called the blind fly drill. I have players run directly in front of and away from 

the coach. The coach says left or right and the kid must break that way. The ball is 

thrown the same time the direction is stated. Kids learn to react quickly to fly balls over 

either shoulder. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Dan… 

 

The drill I would like to share may be known but it if done properly and quickly is a nice 

warm up to show off before a game. We also do this drill daily as a warm up and 

conditioner. 

  

Our current starting drill starts with the entire team huddled up, we do our standard 1-2-3 

go team and disperse evenly to the bases. (Even the outfielders) 

  

Starting with the catcher start around the horn with the person throwing to first then 

jogging/sprinting to the base thrown to. The receiver performs a proper glove side 

rotation lining up with the next base.  

  

Continue for 4-6 rounds then reverse.  Throws now will be more conventional. Of course 

if you are left handed, the first set will be more natural and the second half you will spin 

to align your throw.  

  

Points to stress are: throw to the base. Give a good target. Not every throw will be online, 

be able to make a decision  if it is actually better to "turn glove side" or throw with your 

momentum to the base. 

  

 

 

--//-- 

 

 

 



From Ken… 

 

This is a simple drill that we do to keep the batters aware of the importance of putting the 

ball in play on a squeeze play call.  We place a player on 3rd base and a batter in the 

batters box.  We intentionally throw a variety of high, low, inside, and outside pitches to 

the batter to get them used to bunting bad pitches.  We have the third base runner 

complete the play also to simulate all of the action taking place on the field that can be a 

distraction to the batter.  Like I said, this is a simple drill that we do that can pay 

dividends in a tight game. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Billy… 

 

I have a oldy but goodie  All you need is a broom or rake handle cut it in half (size of a 

bat) 

 a bunch of plastic golf balls (i have over 150) and maybe a back stop  saves time on 

chasing balls 

 I will just kneel to side of player and just toss the ball in front of them. Great drill and the 

kids seem 

 to have fun with it. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Rich… 

 

OUTFIELD THROWING DRILL  

 

      Align everyone, except a pitcher, a catcher and an infielder at 2B, equally across the 

outfield at the distance you want the players to throw. Each player takes a ball to the 

outfield when they go. The pitcher is stationed in her cut off position, the catcher is set to 

make a tag at home plate and the infielder is stationed at 2B to take a throw.  

 

      The player closest to the foul line in left field tosses her ball a short distance in front 

of her, runs to pick it up and makes a throw to home. The catcher, judges the throw, if it 

is on line to the plate says nothing, lets the ball come home where she makes the tag on a 

virtual runner. If the throw is off line the catcher calls “Cut Two”, the pitcher cuts off the 

ball and throws to second base. In either case, once play is finished, the ball is thrown 

back to the player in the outfield who made the throw. The next player in line then makes 

her throw. After all players have thrown, switch pitchers, catchers and infielders with 

players from the outfield. The drill can be repeated as many times as desired.   

 

      This drill practices several skills: throwing from the outfield, judging whether to cut 

off a throw, making a tag at home plate and cutting off a throw and throwing to 2B. 

Challenge the players to get 100% of their throws on line and hit the cutoff person. On 

throws through to the catcher, focus on good, strong, one bounce throws. Insure that the 



pitcher takes the proper position to cut off the throw and the catcher sets up properly in 

front of home plate. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Ray… 

 

One of my newest ideas / drills is to work base running while our pitchers are working 

through warm ups at the mound.  I have 4 pitchers on my softball team and after the 

whole team has gone through their warm up session; stretch, lap around the outside of the 

field, and then warm up with the whole team working on their throwing, I then bring my 

pitchers out to the mound.  They have warmed up their arms for pitching while the others 

were just throwing. 

    I then have each pitcher throw 5 to 6 pitches and then go to the next pitcher.  While 

doing this, I put 4 players on 1st, 2nd and 3rd base.  I have taught my players to start their 

base running motion as the pitcher starts her wind up so that when her right foot comes 

over, contacts the ground and pushes forward to lift her left foot off the bag, it all 

happens simultaneously so that the player leaves the bag hard and has not left too early.  

We then rotate to the next player in line at that  base.  With young players this takes a few 

times through the drill so that they understand the advantage they have rather than 

waiting for the ball to be caught, then leave.  After each of the 4 players has run through 

this drill at the base, we rotate the groups to the next base.  It is important that all go 

through each base because you leave each base a little differently and the players need to 

work this so they are aware of how far to come off each bag, why not to turn their backs 

to the catcher, why they should be in foul territory when taking a leave at 3rd and why 

they should be certain they can see both the 2nd baseman and know where the SS is when 

they break at 2nd.  

    This drill, although simple, is very useful for game situations.  It makes the opposing 

defense become aware of the fact that you and your team are here to play aggressively 

when on offense and with one miscue by the defense, you are one more base around the 

block.  This builds game savvy and confidence in all of your team players and coaches 

and quite often is the root cause for a lot of the wins we earn each year.  Aggressive base 

running.  It is an often overlooked and under coached part of the game.  Me, I tell my 

girls at our 1st practice that we are going to be running, then we start.  And the pitchers 

get a great work out.  This drill can take 15 to 30 minutes depending on the intensity that 

you drill in to this piece. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Matthew… 

 

Here is a fun way to teach sliding.  Once or twice a season I hold practice at my house (I 

have lots of grass).  I wet a large area of the grass with the hose and have sliding contests 

with the kids.  I teach them different types of slides: standard slide, hook slide, backdoor 

slide, pop-up slide, and of course headfirst).  With the water on the grass the kids are able 



to slide much longer distances and they love getting wet.  I will call the kids out or safe, 

depending on how they perform the slide.  Last one standing wins. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Kevin… 

 

One of the drills we do is called 21 outs we do this drill with our regular season teams 

and our ALL-STAR teams and they love it . You start out with every one playing in their 

starting positions ,start by hitting to the left fielder if you hit a pop up thats one out if you 

hit a grounder the fielder has to hit the cutoff man and then he has to make a good throw 

to 2nd base if he does then thats an out if not you start back at 0 with your outs.In the 

infield we start out throwing to 1st base after every one has done that we try to turn a 

double play . As we do the drill the kids will call out the number of the out ,and when 

they mess up you will here the number 0 a lot but dont worry after a while the drill starts 

clicking and goes very smoothley ,the kids love this drill we have actually went to 60 

with our outs. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Beto… 

 

My drill targets hand eye co-ordination.  

Growing-up in a small neighborhood in Southern Arizona, with approximately 15 

kids ages ranging from 7 to 12 we were always looking forward to Spring and Summer to 

play sandlot baseball.  During the Fall and Winter we developed a game called "Suicide" 

a game similar to hand ball.  To play suicide you need a Tennis Ball a minimum of three 

players (the more the better) and a big brick wall (this obviously works better if the floor 

area between the players and the wall is hardwood, concrete or pavement). 

All Players line-up horizontally approximately 20 feet parallel to the wall. 

The player with the tennis ball throws the ball at the wall (without bouncing it before it 

reaches the wall). 

If the player bounces the ball he has an out. 

Once the airborne ball reaches the front wall and bounces back another player must catch 

it with his throwing hand. 

If the players drops the ball he must run towards and touch the wall before the next 

players throw beats the runner to the wall.  

If the throw beats the runner, the runner has an out. 

If the runner beats the throw, the runner is safe. 

When a player accumulates 3 outs he stands at wall as a target for the rest of the players.   

Every player must throw at the target (Player with 3 outs) once. 

Once every player had his turn, you must start over. 

No-one wants to be the target so all players do their best to catch the ball and make a 

good throw.  This develops good hand-eye co-ordination, good throwing speed, and 

accuracy.  Since a tennis ball is soft no-one ever gets hurt. 

 



--//-- 

 

From Mike… 

 

Two of my player's favorite indoor softball drills are two that we call "Knock-out" and 

"Knock-out Supreme . The two versions differ in that in one version four players line up 

inside the designated lane area of two basket ball hoops(THIS WORKS WELL WHEN 

DONE ACROSS THE LONG GYM FLOOR UNDER TWO SIDE BASKETS.) The 

players stand shoulder to shoulder across the end line at the bottom of the lane. One side 

starts with a softee(indoor ball) they throw the ball into the four players on the other end 

line. The idea is to throw a ball past the opposing team, if the ball is missed or dropped 

that player exits the game. If the defensive player catches an opposing players throw in 

the air the thrower is out. the game continues until only no player remains on one team. 

we do this as a circuit drill during defensive stuff inside the gym. With about 15 minutes 

allotted we usually get a winner of 3 of 5 games. We post the wins and losses and the 

girls really compete. (We also provide all of our players with mouth pieces each 

season)this drill is done after all throwing warmups and catching is completed. 

The second verson "Knock Out Supreme" has the same theory, knock out you opponents. 

Each opponent knocked out scores a run for the hitting team. In this verison one team 

lines up at half court in the center circle, with bats a there are four softee balls. The 

opposing team (3 to 4 players) line up shoulder to shoulder on the end line in the lane 

under the basket facing the hitters. The hitting team hits softee balls out of their own 

hands(toss -ups) with the intent of driving a ball past the defensive players. If the 

defensive players miss the ball one player steps out and the hitting team scores a run. 

Each player on the hitting team(4) gets to bat until  the defensive team catches any 

combination of groundballs or line drives for a total of three outs. A fly ball is considered 

an out, any ball blooped over the defensive players is deemed catchable and an out.Once 

three outs are obtained the offensive team(hitters) become defensive players and vice 

versa. to add a little hustle after three outs are obtained both teams sprint to their new 

locations and the hitters can start as soon as all four players have a ball and bat in their 

hands. Only one hitter can hit at a time, they must stay at the center court circle at mid-

court line and if the ball they hit dosen't stay withing the area of the lane lines of the 

defensive players it is an out, This drill makes the hitters hit the ball down up the middle 

and promotes hustle and fearless defensive action. we keep scores and tallies of weekly 

winners and change the foursomes every other week. this drill is done as a warmup for 

hitting sequences, tee work and machine hitting. 

--//-- 

 

From Becky… 

 

Football! 

Need one ball, goal lines, gloves for each player. 

  

Divide team equally (numbers and talent).  Goal on each side about 100yds apart.  One 

team "kicks off" (throwing ball) to other team.  Receiving team attempts to cross their 

goal line by passing the ball to teammates.  Offense can take 5 steps before throwing 



ball.  Must throw within 3 secs.  If ball is dropped it is a turnover.  If intercepted by 

defense a turnover.  No unnecessary roughness. (5 minute penalty for that player).  

Decide in beginning a time limit.  The girls love this game and it is great conditioning. 

  

--//-- 

 

From Tom… 

 

Diving Drill, 

>In our school we have to share time in the gym for practice with track equipment 

in the gym so I put there big high jump pit mats to use, I line the girls up on one 

side and have them dive on the mats as a coach throws a line drive ball over the 

mat and they dive to catch it, then line them up in the other direction, the kids 

just love it. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Moncallo… 

 

Two drills that have worked for me and my team is as follows. 

   

1.   Take a bucket and lay it on the ground and simulate outfielders going threw with 

ground balls and fly balls.  Working on crow hop over the bucket.  Works on extension 

on throwing from the outfield. 

   

2.   Running drill eight positions on the diamond. One player at first one player half to 

first and so on.  Call out different things for each position to run. Here is an example for 

all eight positions.  Home plate form your angle out of the box for sure double. Next 

positon would be base hit to right field.  Nest would be delay steal.  Next would be pop-

up slide.,  Next would be steal of third.  Next would be head first slide at third.  Next 

contact to tag up at third base.  Next would to score.  Next runner pick up the bat and say 

up up as he cross the plate. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Fred… 

 

Boonville double hitting. 

 

2 pitchers, 2 hitters,  a screen in -between the hitters, 

pitchers alternate pitches, keeps infielder/outfielders alive, 

our players love the extra B.P. without the standing around. 

Need plenty of baseballs and shag  bucket!!!!! 

 

--//-- 

 



 

From Karen… 

 

Line the players up spaced out from 1st-2nd-3rd.  Hit ground balls anywhere.  The player 

must field the ball properly and throw to the 2nd catching coach at home.  The throw 

must not force the coach to move anything other than his hands.  If they do not succeed 

they are out and must run a lap.  It's a little competition.  If a ball goes between any of 

them and nobody makes an attempt... they all do a lap. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Alford… 

 

Rappid Fire Bunting. This drill was made up by 2 of my player. 

This drill will help you work on that bunt and run, Suicide squeeze.Hand and eye 

coordination. 

Group os 3-5. 1 bat each the player with there mit and a ball each except for the  

batter. Batter in bunt position facing the player with the balls. Players toss the ball 

one after another batter bunt each ball where it is pitched. Pitch the ball in order ar 

random order. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Robert… 

 

I have my kids hit off a tee or the hit away I purchased from while standing on a 4 X 4 

that has a 2 X 4 screwed onto each end for stability.  This allows them to work on balance 

while also working on good mechanics.  

 

--//-- 

 

From Jim… 

 

GAME BASERUNNING DRILL 

 

Have a runner on each base, and a runner in each batters box (5 total 

runners) 

 

Coach is on mound acting as a pitcher in the stretch. No ball is needed. 

 

Coach initiates drill by feigning a pitch. 

 

On the pitch the following runners will take secondary lead then advance 

accordingly: (except players in batters boxes) 

 

Left hand Batters Box: Runs out a ground ball to first and stays at 1st. 



 

Right hand batters Box: Runs out a double and stays at 2nd. 

 

Runner on 1st: Runner goes 1st to 3rd and stays at 3rd. 

 

Runner on 2nd: Runner goes 2nd to home. 

 

Runner on 3rd: Runner simulates a fly ball, tags and scores. 

 

Run through the drill till all players start from BOTH batters boxes. 

 

This drill works all baserunning situations quickly and efficiently. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Robert… 

 

A drill that I like to do is for conditioning and helps with mechanics and arm strength we 

play long toss with footballs. If you throw it right it helps strengthen the arm as well as 

working on your mechanics. We do this in the gym during our pre season. We have two 

groups QB’s and WR’s .The WR we use like out fielders going back on fly balls. It 

brings some fun to the practice as well as getting a work out.   

 

--//-- 

 

From Tony… 

 

The players really like this drill for indoor practice. 

  

I call it TEAM DEFENSE!!!!! 

  

SPLIT PLAYERS INTO TWO EQUAL TEAMS 

ONE TEAM WILL BE HITTING, OFF A TEE, OR SOFT TOSS , FROM  ABOUT 40 – 

50 FT AWAY. 

THE OTHER TEAM WILL BE PLAYING DEFENSE, SPREAD OUT AGAINST THE 

FAR WALL. THE PLAYERS CAN SPREAD OUT ANY WAY THAT THEY THINK 

THERE TEAM WILL BE SUCCESSFUL. ALL PLAYERS MUST BE BEHIND THE 

FOUL LINE, FOR SAFETY. 

ALL PLAYERS ON HITTING TEAM GET ONE SWING, IF THE THE DEFENSE 

ALLOWS THE BALL TO HIT THE WALL BEHIND THEM , THEY HAVE TO DO 

SOME SORT OF EXERCISE,  PLYOMETRICS, PUSHUPS, CRUNCHES, ETC. 

AFTER ALL HITTERS HAVE HIT, THE DEFENSE SPRINTS TO THE SIDE AND 

DOES THE SET AMOUNT OF EXERCISES. 

THE TEAMS THEN SWITCH ROLES. 

IF THE DEFENSE, STOPS ALL OF THE HITTERS FROM HITTING THE WALL, 

THEN THE HITTING TEAM, MUST DO THE EXERCISE. 



THE KIDS REALLY PLAY HARD TOGETHER, AND PUSH EACH OTHER, 

WE TRY AND GET A QUICK  GAME IN EVERY DAY OR SO, TO KEEP THEIR 

EXCITEMENT. 

FOR SAFETY, WE USE INCREDIBALLS. THEY STILL FLY PRETTY FAST. 

GREAT REACTION DRILL FOR DEFENSE., AND GREAT LINE DRIVE DRILL 

FOR HITTERS. THEY MUST HIT THE WALL UNDER 8FT LINE ON THE WALL.  

  

--//-- 

 

From Yvette… 

 

This works for 10 year olds, don't know how well for older girls. 

  

We have "stations" to keep the girls busy or they lose sight of what is going on.  We split 

the girls into 4 groups of 3. 

Station 1: Girls are on 1st base & get in the lead off position as a coach throws a ball into 

the air to another coach (R, RC area) the girls have to watch to see if the ball is caught or 

dropped.  The girls then have to make the decision to run to 2nd or go for the tag up.  In 

the games we find that the girls are not knowing what to do and have an issue with 

"tuning" out the base coach, so we thought that if they knew what to look for when on 

first, it make them understand what we are trying to do in a game. 

Station 2:  Coach in the outfield for the girls  to catch pop flys. 

Station 3:  Hula Hoops on the fence for the girls to pick up three balls and make it 

through the hoop (Target practice). 

Station 4:  Girls then go to 3rd and have to run and slide home (two times or so). 

Then back to station 1.  We feel that it keeps the girls focused and makes for some fun.   

We do this for about 30 minutes non-stop. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Karin… 

 

Outfielders Drill 

Drop Step / Cross Over  

One outfielder stands facing you (approximately 5 ft) in “ready position”.  Coach holds 

out ball with arm straight out and then moves ball to either the right or left side.  Player’s 

first step is to drop back with the foot the side the ball is on.  Player continues on cross 

over step until coach moves the ball to the other side.  Player then drops back with the 

other foot and does the cross over step.  Coach moves ball from the left side to the right at 

least 4-5 times and then throws a high fly ball to the side the player is doing the cross 

over step.  If player has time they should catch the ball, plant their feet and make a good 

throw.  If player is quick enough, they can come back to the ball and time it and make a 

good throw.  Each player takes a turn.  Coach should throw 4-6 times to each player 

depending on your group size.  Player’s should use quick feet work and go at full speed. 

 

--//-- 



 

From Mark… 

 

Let me share one of my favorite drills especially with younger players. 

  

I put a coach at SS and 1B and line up all the girls at home. I hit the ball to SS and the 

girls HUSSLE to 1B. 

  

Here is the drill, If she looks at the ball everyone runs the bases. If she doesn't run 

through the base every one runs the bases. Both and everyone runs twice around the 

bases. 

  

This drill demonstrates individual mistakes let the whole team down, and of course 

hussle. 

  

There is nothing I admire more than a player who when your down big, will beat out an 

infield single. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Mark… 

 

One of the things that I have found successful in my softball practices, is to incorporate a 

hitting cycle/stations into everyday practice. 

Below are the drills that we do, I realize that many of them are listed in your drills pages, 

but I have put them to great use over the past few years and it has led to our team 

maintaining a team batting average of over .320 for the past 5 years. 

  

Here are the stations: (can use in any order, I usually use 6-10 per day and time the 

players, 2 minutes hitting per station, 30sec to change hitters, 2 min for 2nd hitter and 1 

min to change to next station) 

1.       ball bounce – bounce tennis ball from 45 deg angle, trigger/load on the bounce 

2.       overhead drop – tosser stands on chair and drops ball into the hitting zone, player 

must be triggered before ball is dropped 

3.       rear toss – tosser squats at 45 degree angle behind (off of back leg) hitter and tosses 

ball into the hitting zone 

4.       soft toss – tosser squats at 45 degree angle in front of hitter, toss to left hip, belly 

button and right hip to emphasize hitting to all fields 

5.       rapid toss – tosser tosses 5 balls in rapid succession, 5 sec break and 5 more balls 

6.       2 color ball toss – tosser holds 2 different color balls in same hand and tosses both 

into hitting area while calling out a color to hit when tossing 

7.       whiffle golf ball toss – use a whiffer stick (large dowel or broom handle) toss rapid 

fire or one at a time, can use 2 colors as well 

8.       tee swings – use regular tee and work on fundamentals, I have players say out loud 

the swing progression, trigger-stride-swing 



9.       double tee – use a double tee to emphasize follow through and keeping the bat on 

plane through the zone (can use 2 tees if no double is available) 

10.   inside outside tee – set up 2 tees, one in front of plate on inside corner and one at 

rear of plate on outside corner – have players hit both balls in rapid succession 

11.   high tee – place tee on bucket to work on high pitches (ie rise ball) – hitter must 

keep hands high through the zone 

12.   knee tee – use short bat or choke up on reg bat, utilize left hand swings only then 

right hand swings (important to keep opposite hand out of the way, right hand behind 

back when swinging with left hand and left hand across chest when swinging with right 

hand. 

13.   instructo swing – we use the Griffey instructo swing everyday – helps players work 

on taking hands to ball without dropping their hands 

14.   stay back tee – use the stay back tee to work on keeping the weight back and prevent 

hitter from lunging forward and losing power 

15.   pitching machine – set speed at appropriate level, have hitter take 5 swings from the 

plate, move up one step (replace front foot with back foot) 5 more swings, continue until 

player is 20 feet away and then back track – works on bat speed 

16.   net/wall swings – place nub of bat against stomach and end of bat against net, make 

full swings keeping hands inside 

17.   pitch recognition – have hitter stand in batter’s box while pitchers work on all 

pitches, hitter triggers and watches ball into catcher’s mitt, hitter attempts to call out what 

pitch is thrown before catcher catches it – will help with timing and identifying spins 

18.   short toss – coach pitch from 20 feet behind screen, work on swinging at good 

pitches and hitting to all fields. 

 

I have incorporated weighted bats into several of our hitting drills, specifically #’s 

1,2,3,4,5,8,9,10 – I use the weights that attach to the nub of the bat and the wraps that go 

around the handle, do not use weighted sleeves or donuts. 

It is important that you take the time to explain each drill to the players as to how they are 

to do the drill and what they are to accomplish from it.  

  

One last drill series that I have found useful – I divide my team into outfielders, infielders 

& pitchers/catchers and I set up 3 hitting stations on the field, 1 at home plate, 1 on the 

3rd base line and 1 on the 1st base line, I have a feeder and hitter at each station and the 

overflow in the outfield with a bucket in each field – this gives the girls an opportunity to 

see results instead of hitting into nets all of the time. I penalize them with push-ups for 

each ball that they hit into the air (pop ups) and reward them for multiple line drives. I 

create a competition between the 3 groups and the winners get to choose the conditioning 

for the day. 

 

 

 

--//-- 

 

 

 



 

From Jason… 

 

I have two drills that have worked well for me:  I coach 10U and 12U teams. 

  

1.  Set up an L screen or net at second base.  Have a coach toss or hit fly balls to the 

outfielders.  They position themselves to catch teh ball then throw into second and try to 

hit the screen or net. 

  

2.  The second drill is one I mainly use for my pitchers but works for other positions as 

well.  I set a softball on top of a batting tee and set the tee on home plate.  I then have my 

pitchers try to knock the ball off the tee without hitting the tee.  This really make the 

pitcher focus on location.  You can move the tee around or up or down to simulate 

different pitch locations. 

  

--//-- 

 

From Mark… 

 

I have an idea that I would like to share with you, it's not a drill but it does get the kids 

involved in the team building concept which I feel is the key to succeeding in having fun 

while you learn. 

I coach a 7 -8 year old girls softball team, the "Saltville Wildcats", and I wanted to get the 

girls involved with each other because they go to two different schools which means they 

don't all know each other, so what I did was on our first practice I ask each kid to come 

up with an exercise that they enjoy doing and write it down on a piece of paper and bring 

it with them to the next practice. The next practice came and each kid brought their paper 

and I ask each player to demonstrate their exercise. The players formed a circle, (without 

me asking them to) I would call each player out, one at a time to demonstrate and they 

did. I made a list of the exercises and put them in order for future practices and now 

before each practice I will get out the "boom box", (which was Kenny & Beckys idea) 

and play some "get down" music and the players go through their routine one at a time 

doing their own hand picked exercise without me forcing them. 

 

--//--  

 

From Rob… 

 

Hey, I’m new to coaching, but I found that I hade a problem with my 7 & 8 year old 

team.  They field the ball just fine, but 

they will sit back and wait for the ball.  As you all probably know, the other teams keep 

beating out the throw.  So I came 

up with a little drill to help with this.  I had each infielder charge on the ball as soon as it 

was hit.  Not run in full speed, but 

get moving in the direction of the hit ball.  So no matter were the ball was hit, they had to 

charge.  We then added runners  



to spice it up a bit and low and behold, they were getting it.  They also were able to get to 

more ground balls than before. 

I know that this seems to be a basic drill, but it sure helped my players perform better.   

 

--//-- 

 

From Cindy… 

 

I like doing a throwing relay that focuses on a drop step methodology.  This works great 

in a gym.  Divide the girls into even groups and then spread them across the gym.  The 

first girl, on the word go, bounces the ball off the wall to give herself a grounder, she then 

fields it, and drop steps her throw to the glove side of the next girl and so on to the last 

girl in line and then they bring it back to the first.   We then rotate the players and repeat 

the drill so each player gets the chance to be the defender off the wall.  The keys here are 

the quick, drop step pivot, throwing to the glove side, and receiving the ball in a throw 

ready position. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Lorena… 

 

I've had difficulty with some of my players on throwing accurately. My favorite drill at 

practice is to line them up on second base. I hit a grounder to each player and they have 

to step and throw to home plate, as they would in a game. At home plate I have set up six 

small plastic trash cans in the form of a pyrimad. It sounds easy to knock the trash cans 

down, but it's amazing to see how difficult it can be to accurately throw the ball at the 

center of the pyramid to knock all the trash cans down. This drill helps improve accurate 

throws each time. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Nef… 

 

I don't have a name for the drill, but it's a bunting drill. 

 

Equipment: 4 cones, strike zone pitching machine, safety balls, and bat. 

 

Instructions:  place 2 cones on third baseline and 2 more on first baseline two feet apart. 

 

They are given 20 pitches to bunt. 

For every ball bunted in targeted area  a point is given.  

Make it a competition. 

Be sure they are using proper technique 

Advanced drill: signal to them first base line or third baseline. 

 

--//-- 



 

From Mike… 

 

Soft toss hitting drill...I think soft toss is a great way to work one on one with your youth 

hitters focusing on basics and mechanics.  However, it can get a little redundant and 

boring.  After a round of standard soft toss we go through it again using two ball.  You 

take two balls in your hand (one on top of the other) and toss them calling out what ball 

you want them to hit, the top or bottom.  This makes the hitter think and react quickly to 

focus on the right ball improving hand/eye coordination.  We also from time to time use 

colored baseballs or colored wiffle balls.  The hitter has to call out the color of the ball as 

he is hitting it.  Even more fun is using colored golf size wiffle ball with a Thunder Stick 

bat...not much room for error! 

  

One last small drill...Using badminton birdies.  Throw the birdies using full motion to the 

batter from a short distance, the birdie will immediately slow down but not before your 

hitter has naturally started to stride or begun his hitting process.  The deceleration of the 

birdies will simulate an off speed or change up and help the hitter to keep his hands back 

and not over committing. 

  

As you know keeping the attention of youth players is not always easy to do, but I have 

found that by adding some fun drills to a practice will keep them interested and 

enthusiastic about learning 

 

--//-- 

 

From Tim… 

 

I have a drill that kills two birds with one stone. take three balls put them half way down 

the third base line about three feet away from  each other all in a row from the foul line 

towards the pitching circle. Take two fielders and one baserunner one fielder waits on 

second and the other fielder waits on third next to the base. when you say go the 

baserunner runs to second while the third base man runs down the line to throw all three 

balls one by one as fast as they can to second before the base runner runs past second 

base. this teaches the runner to corner first base well and makes them run at top speed. 

and the third base man realize once they throw the ball they still have something to do 

besides watching their throw.and the second base man learns how to recieve balls from 

another fielder. The fielders half to complete all the throws and beat the runner to win. 

 

 This is a fun game to play I usually make teams to play this drill they have lots of 

fun with this one.  

thanks and aloha 

 

 

--//-- 

 

 



From James… 

 

A drill we do with our 10-12 yr. olds, after soft toss & 2 ball soft toss, we have a coach 

stand on a bucket and drop balls, then the coach stands on the ground and drops the ball, 

we have found this very effective in increasing bat & hand speed through the hitting 

zone. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Gary… 

 

while playing catch with my 10 year old the other day i came across a new drill and it 

seems to work rely good. I see that alot of the new kids playing that are 9 and 10 year 

olds have a little trouble getting the ball out of the glove in a hurry and still able to make 

a good throw. I cal it the hot potato. After i throw the ball to my son i yell "hot potato" 

and he gets the ball out of his blove fast, gets a good grip and makes a great throw. It 

teaches them to learn how to get the ball out and still set up for a good throw. After doing 

this for a bit my son was able to catch the ball get the ball out of the glove and make a 

good throw to first and do it fast. It works for me and i will be using it this year with my 

team. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Rich… 

 

PFP 
  

I like to call this drill PFP, or pitchers fielding practice.  Basically you just have the right 

side of your infield (1B, 2B, P, & C) take a bunch of ground balls and have them "make 

the play".  By isolating these 4 positions you get a lot of reps, and we also like to stress 

communication.  How many times have we seen a young pitcher not know where to go 

on a bunt?  How many times have we seen a pitcher and a 1st baseman both chase the 

little dribbler that's headed toward 2nd?  Giving these positions a lot of reps during PFP 

will minimize their mistakes come Game-day. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Tim… 

 

Want something a little more challenging than suicides? 

  

Have your team run 8-6-4-2s 

Line up your team on one sideline. 

They have 60 seconds to complete 8 back & forths between the sidelines 

Each time they get to the sideline where they started they count up 1, 2, 3, etc… 



If they make it, give them 30 seconds of rest being sure to breathe in though the nose and 

out the mouth 

Next they have 45 seconds to complete 6 back & forths 

Rest 

30 seconds to complete 4 back & forths 

Rest 

15 seconds to complete 2 back & forths 

  

If they don’t make any one of sets, they start all over again. 

 

 

--//-- 

 

From Keith… 

 

I work mostly with girls under the age of 10.  It is very hard to keep their interest in 

practice but one of the best throwing drills we do, is called the bucket drill. 

  

Once the girls have warmed up and practiced throwing correctly, playing a game of catch 

not miss we play the bucket game.  This game helps work on accuracy. 

  

Break the players into two teams and set up two buckets, one for each team to throw at.  

The length of the this drill can vary depending on the level of players you have.  You let 

the players play until 21.  They get 1 point for hitting the bucket on the bounce and 2 for 

hitting it in air.  Real young kids you might only want to play to 10. 

 

 

--//-- 

 

From Robin… 

 

Here is a drill I made up to help jr. high players get their eyes off of the ball while 

dribbling.  Each player starts with a ball. 

I have the players line up across the court on one baseline.  On the whistle everyone starts 

dribbling to the other end of the court.  Sounds pretty easy, huh? Here's the kicker.  While 

dribbling with one hand, the players are to imagine that the far wall is a chalkboard, and 

they are holding a piece of chalk in their free hand.  As they dribble and run toward the 

wall, they must write their "A, B, C's" on the imaginary chalkboard.  This makes them 

think about the writing so they hold their head up. 

 

After a few times I have them switch hands.  This is a fun drill to do with young kids and 

is great to help develop coordination. Of course other variations include:  write numbers, 

write in cursive, write in all caps; write in all lower-case, etc. 

 

--//-- 

 



From Fred… 

 

I coach younger girls 8-10 but have also used this for some of the older ones 

for different reasons. 

 

Hoola hoop drill. 

 

Purpose 

to assist younger kinds in judging the balls trajectory on fly balls and build 

confidence.Teach them to keep their glove arm down when they are running 

 

Each girl has a hoola hoop around their waist. The coaches stand back with a 

bunch of tennis balls and throw pop flys. Girls try and get the ball to land 

inside the hoola hoop. 

Can be incoporated into a game of 500 up 

 

--//-- 

 

From Paul… 

 

I coach 10 year olds and at that level confidence is critical ( well at every age). Before 

every game we hit ground ball to our players on the diamond but not on the infield. We 

line them up in a row and have them concentrate on just fielding the ball. 

  

When we take our infield, we do not hit ground balls. It is all about the throws. 
ROUND ONE 

- The 3rd baseman and the short-stop each start with a ball in their glove.  

- On go the 3rd baseman simulates fielding a ground ball and throws it to 1st. The 1st 

baseman throws then throws it to the 2nd baseman.  

- Next the short-stop simulates fielding a ground ball and throws it to 1st and the 1st 

baseman throws it home. 

- The 2nd baseman simulates fielding a ground ball and throws it to short covering 

second who turns the double play to 1st. 

- The catcher simulates fielding a ground ball in front of home plate and throws it to 3rd. 

- The 1st baseman simulates fielding a ground ball and throws it to short covering second 

base. 

  

ROUND TWO 

- The 3rd baseman simulates fielding a ground ball and throws to 2nd who turns the 

double play to first. 

- The short-stop simulates fielding a ground ball and throws to 2nd who throws home. 

- The 1st baseman simulates fielding a ground ball and throws to short covering second 

who throws it to the 2nd baseman covering 1st. 

- The catcher simulates fielding a ground ball in front of home plate and throws it to short 

covering second base. 

- The 2nd baseman simulates fielding a ground ball and throws to 3rd. 



  

ROUND THREE 

- The 3rd baseman simulates fielding a ground ball and throws home. 

- The short-stop simulates fielding a ground ball and throws to 2nd who turns the double 

play to 1st. The 1st baseman then throws it the 2nd        baseman.  

- The catcher simulates fielding a ground ball in front of home plate and throws it to 1st. 

- The 1st baseman simulates fielding a ground ball, touches first base and throws to short 

covering second. 

- The 2nd baseman simulates fielding a ground ball, touches second base and throws to 

1st. 

  

The coach will have to call out where to throw the ball at first, but even 10 year olds pick 

it up quickly. When they do pick it up it not only builds their confidence, but the players 

think they look pretty cool doing it. 

  

--//-- 

 

From Rusty… 

 

To keep practice moving, create a frenzy pace, increase teamwork, communication and to 

incorporate conditioning during practice, have smaller groups 2-3 with a conditioning 

station as one of the stations.  2-3 people shagging live hitting ensures that no one stands 

at the bucket, but they have to move and use teamwork to keep the pitcher supplied with 

balls. Also, less numbers in a group means less standing around. 

 

 

--//-- 

 

 

From Jose… 

 

The other day I noticed that some of the kids on my team 

were rushing so much to make a throw that they were not setting their feet, 

therefore the throw would be offline. I did something very simple. I placed 

three sets of cones out in the field. I staggard them so that the kids had 

to run from one point to the other and get into position to field the ball 

cleanly. I had a net set up with the pitching target on it so that the kids 

had a smaller area to aim for. I rolled the ball to the first position once 

they fielded the ball, set and made good throw they would move on. I didn't 

think they would pick it up so quickly but they did. The first round 

through, only a few made one of the balls in the strike net, but in the 

second round all of them made at least 2 of 3. It seemed to work well. 

 

 

--//-- 

 



 

From William… 

 

My idea isn’t really so much a drill but it’s a way to take advantage of warm-ups.  Keep 

in mind I’m dealing with 12 year olds but I’ll bet many of the same aspects apply. 

1)       We run what we call squares.  Think of a square the distance is up to you.  1st 

length we sprint.  2nd length we practice the cross over step as if we were stealing then 

keep going along cross over step until we reach second 3rd length we sprint 4th length we 

jog.  We do this 4 times to get out hearts pumping 

2)       Then we stretch out arms and legs.  _ I’m sure you know all the proper techniques 

3)       Then we toss the ball 

4)       Lastly what we call the Quarterback Drill 

  

Each kid takes a ball.  Half on one side of the OF half on the other.  2 coaches in the 

middle.  The kids throw the ball to the coach and begin to run toward him.  Coach rolls a 

grounder.  Kid flips back to coach.  He should be about even with the coach now.  A kid 

continues his run and runs a football pattern coach throws ball as a QB would throwing 

him a pass.  The kid is now on other side of OF and he gets in the other line to run 

towards the second coach.  Around and around they go. 

  

Its great warm-up.  Gets the hearts pumping.  The kids are practicing one long throw to 

coach in the middle.  Picking up a grounder and most importantly for me is catching the 

fly ball over their heads with the QB throw.  At this age kids have trouble judging fly 

balls and running with their gloves down etc.  Great way to practice this.  Even with older 

kids I’d bet it would be a way to get in running with a little extra excitement.  Also allows 

for jogging and then a quick sprint catching the fly ball which is also good practice for 

older athletes. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Bill… 

 

One of my favorite drills is the 3-girl bunt drill. 2 throwers,each with a 

ball,1 batter. Rotate who pitches and the bunter must bunt the ball back to 

the one who pitched it. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Kathy… 

 

Throwing Accuracy: 

  

I attach small hula hoops to a fence and have two cones, 15 and 25 feet away from them.  

1) There are 5 balls placed at each cone.  The girls charge the ball and throw at the hoop    

    target.   



2) Each girl is tossed 5 balls at each cone from forward position and a right angle 

position.    

   They must retrieve the ball then make the throw to the target. 

  

This is great group work when working with stations. 

  

Batting:  

  

I attach a tire to the fence (with bungee cords).  I spray paint a white line at top, middle 

and bottom of the zone.  Each girl practices swinging and striking the marks as hard as 

she can.  This builds lower arm strength and helps with follow through after hitting a 

ball.  (Any tire place will gie you a used tire free) 

 

--//-- 

 

From Lynn… 

 

A drill I came up with is a bat control drill used on the field. 

 

The 20 Point Hitting Drill 

 

The first part of the drill has 3 bunting zones, 3B, Middle, and 1B.  I use tees to dividde 

the area on the field.  Each batter gets 3 pitches to get 3 bunts down in each zone 

(possible 9 points). 

 

Then we move the tees back to the start of the outfield grass.  They each get three pitches 

to hit to the correct zone (stated ahead of the pitch by the coach). This is another 9 points 

if successful. 

 

Then they get 2 hit and run swings to finish for a possible 20 points.  I set a goal for the 

day like 12 points.  If they get it, they get out of some part of conditioning or 5 extra BP 

cuts, etc. 

 

If helps the coach and the players know who can control their bat in game situations. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Joe… 

 

Sliding; 

When first teaching a youth the proper mechanics of sliding into a base – I start them by 

using a grass hill. It doesn’t have to be a big hill – just a grass incline of at least ten – 

twenty feet in length. By using a grass hill – both gravity and momentum will work in 

their favor as they work on the proper fundamentals of the slide.  

  

--//-- 



 

From Catherine… 

 

Knock Out 

The girls love this at the end of practice.  Line all the players along the infield grass and 

hit the ball randomly at them.  If they call it and drop it, they are out.  Play until there is 

one left.  The winner gets to sit out of running at the end of practice. 

  

Relay Throw 

2 lines with about 4 girls spread across the outfield.  The first girl in each line has a ball.  

On ‘Go’, they turn to throw to the next in line and so on until they reach the last girl.  

You can time it or just run it as a relay.  Sometime I have them throw in a U form and 

keep adding a ball to the first girl.  Last girl drops them in a bucket. 

  

Star Drill 

Start slow.  Cather throws to SS who throws to 1B who throws to 3B who throws to 2B 

who throws to Catcher and starts all over again.  I keep adding a ball as they get better 

until they have 4 balls going at once. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Rachel… 

 

Sounds great! 

One of our favorites is to hit the ball either to right or left side. Game: Coach or kiddo 

pitch,teams equally divided,all players to right of 2nd (or to left depending),all players 

hit,no outs kept-just runs which are counted going from home to 1st to 2nd to home to 

score. We call it Indian baseball. I don't know why. You've probably done it before but it 

is a blast for us 

 

 

--//-- 

 

From Bradley… 

 

Well we use several drills and i am sure some of which alot of other coaches use. I coach 

girls softball 8 and under i was having a problem with the girls dipping with there swing 

or upper cutting. So what we do before we hit off Tees is i have my batter slide the bat 

behind there back holding the bat to where it only alows a small bit of the sweet spot 

sticking out. I have the practice with twisting and making contact with the ball on the 

Tee. It not only has helped with the swing but it has also taught them the proper way to 

use there hip and drive through the ball and finish a swing. 

 

 

--//-- 

 



 

From Brian… 

 

One of my favorite is drills is something we call "field, flip, and fly".  I picked it up 

somewhere but I dont remeber where.  Anyway the coach hits a ground ball to the short 

stop who makes a double play flip to second base.  The second basemen then instead of 

throwing to first to complete the double play he throws the short stop a pop up.  He varies 

the pop up from behind third base to short centerfield and so on.  I like it because it 

moves fast and works at least three different skills.  

 

--//-- 

 

From Caleb… 

 

This is a drill we use. 

 

Drill: 

Pitch Trajectory 

 

Purpose: 

Develop base runners ability to read the trajectory of the pitch to determine if it will hit 

the dirt. Allow the defense to work on defense in 

the same situations. 

 

Equipment: 

Baseballs, catchers in gear, batting helmets 

 

Setup: 

Have a complete infield including a couple of catchers in gear. Coach will pitch. Have 

the rest of the team with helmets on to run the bases. You don't need a hitter. 

 

Execution: 

Vary the situation by changing how many runners on base. Start with a runner on first, 

then first and second, first and third, finally bases loaded. 

 

Coach will throw pitches to the catcher. Every few pitches he will throw one in the dirt. 

 

Each runner should be watching the delivery of the pitch and try to read the trajectory to 

determine if the pitch will be in the dirt. If the runners read that the ball will be in the dirt, 

he should be more aggressive taking his secondary lead anticipating that he can advance 

to the next base on a passed or blocked ball. 

 

With a runner on first only, have the runners steal when they determine the ball will be in 

the dirt. If they read it correctly, it should be an easy steal even if the ball is blocked 

and/or caught on the bounce by the catcher. 

 



When on 2nd and 3rd the runners will be aggressive in taking the secondary lead and 

determine if they should go or stay. The goal is for runners to get used to reading the 

pitch and avoiding the hesitation that often happens when a pitch bounces in the dirt. 

 

Defensively this drill gives catchers practice at blocking pitches in the dirt with game 

situations. Encourage the catchers to throw the ball when runners get too far off. This is a 

chance for them to learn when to throw the ball and when to run someone back. It also 

benefits the runners as they learn how far they can get off and how to get back quickly. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Bret… 

 

A tip for the little ones.   

  

When kids first learn baseball they have a hard time catching balls with their non 

dominate hand, I developed a drill where you put the kids on their knees have them place 

their dominate hand under their bottom so they are sitting on it, holding it in place.  Have 

them place their non dominate hand up in position, no glove and throw them rolled up 

socks.  It helps them track the ball and squeeze the sock.  Eventually move up to tennis 

balls then put the glove on and move to soft baseballs. 

  

Also here is a game I like to play with the bigger kids. 

  

Its called 0-2 

I send live batters in the box with an 0-2 count.  With two strikes on them they step in 

with the mind set that they must protect, you will find them swinging more aggressively.  

If you find the kids are not aggressive at the plate and watching too many good pitches go 

by, this game helps place them in the right mind set. 

 

 

--//-- 

 

From Rich… 

 

Drill:  

Sun Ball 

Purpose:  

Give players practice at catching fly balls that go into the sun. 

Equipment:  

baseballs, softer training balls, or tennis balls for young players 

Setup:  

Pair players up and have them stand about 15 – 20 yards apart. Position the players so the 

sun is directly behind one player. 

Execution:  

The player with the sun on his back will throw the ball to the other player as a fly ball, 



trying to arch it so it will be in the sun for the other player.  

  

The player fielding the ball will use his glove to protect his eyes and catch the fly ball.  

  

Remind players to look below their glove for the ball as it gets in the sun.  

  

Have each player throw a few fly balls and then switch. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Matt… 

 

I coach my son's baseball team and love the idea and am always looking for tips on how 

to make practice better.  My son's team is a group of 8 year olds and changing things up 

and keeping the kids moving from drill to drill has really seemed to work well for me.  It 

is challenging to get the parents to help, but keeps the kids interested.  Other than keeping 

kids moving from drill to drill...one thing that has really worked for my kids is throwing 

from one knee during warm-ups.  I have seen tremendous improvements in both accuracy 

and arm strength.  

 

--//-- 

 

From Steve… 

 

My players love our one ball, two ball drill.  Split your team so there are an even number 

at each base including home plate. Start at home and have  one player throw to 1B.  She 

then runs to 1B. Player receiving the ball throws to 2B.  She runs to 2B. Player at 2B 

throws to 3B, she runs to 3B.  Player at 3B throws home, she runs to home.  Continue to 

throw around the bases. Everyone stay in line at each base and jumps in when it becomes 

their turn. To incorporate two balls, have one  start at home and another at 2B. They start 

out throwing at the same time and run to the base they threw to and you keep going 

around the bases, though you have to quicken your run so you are ready to receive and 

throw the ball to the next base.  We set a timer for 1 minute.  With two balls they really 

have to hustle. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Shawna… 

 

I'm coaching 7 & 8 year old girls.  Most have never played before.   

  

In getting them in a defensive position to field a ball, we pretend that we are a back stop.  

Legs open knees bent (like sitting in a chair).  Back stop can shuffle to the right or left in 

order to keep the ball coming directly at the back stop. 

  



I know it's a no brainer but it seems to help a lot.  They can visualize their body as a 

backstop and understand how they need to be in position. 

 

 

--//-- 

 

From Darrell… 

 

Tee-Ball Swap 

 

With coaching 4, 5 and 6 yr olds it is hard to keep their attention.  So, I divide my team 

into 3 groups ( with no more than 4 in a group)  I have 2 assistant coaches that work on 

drills within that group.  This way it doe not take as long to get back to this first player 

you started.   

  

--//-- 

 

From David… 

 

Tee-Ball Swap 

 

Motivational tool 

  

 Just like the College Football teams do.  I purchased some very inexpensive baseball 

stickers and showed them to the kids (tballers).  Of course they all wanted one.  The catch 

is, in order to get one you have to work hard and focus during practices as well as games.  

After  the first game, each kid got a sticker to put on the back of their helmet, just like the 

"big boys" get,  each and every game thereafter, the kids that worked hard and got put 

outs etc, got stickers.  I actually had kids come up to me after an out was made, and asked 

if they get a sticker for that one..... 

At the end of the season the kid with the most stickers is the MVP,  in case of a tie, the 

kids vote. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Jeff… 

 

Partner ball drills 

five feet apart. one guy on knee, one in defensive stance 

one knee guy throw short hops at, forehand and backhand. switch 

do with and without glove. 

Also cut glove shapes from plywood add plastic strap and do ball drills or catch ground 

balls with. Use as inexpensive replacement for leather softhands fielding tool. 

 

 

--//-- 



 

From Brandon… 

 

My idea is something that can be added to different drills.  I like to have my team 

encourage each other by name.  At the beginning of the season, you get new players, and 

even new coaches sometimes and it isn't always easy to remember the names.  I make a 

real effort to learn names, but its important for the kids to feel like they belong.  So 

whether we are doing a hitting drill or a fielding drill I have the players call out things 

like, "great hit Mikey"  or "Good catch Cody".  The kids all get a kick out of it. 

 

Another idea, 

 

To get the new kids to aim a little better on their throwing, I line them up in to rows about 

15 feet a part to start and then I have them partner up with the player across from them.  I 

stand in the middle and hold up a holla hoop that they need to throw the ball through to 

get to the other player. 

It keeps the balls going in the right general direction and gives the newer kids something 

to focus on. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Cory… 

 

Here is a great drill that works for keeping your head down and your eyes on the 

ball.  Use a eye patch and cover the front eye during soft toss drill or pitching machine 

drills then take it off and do the same drill over.  The player's really learn to see and 

follow the ball.    

 

--//-- 

 

From Lara… 

 

Tee-Ball Swap 

 

Bowling pins... 

  

set 3 up on crates 

  

perfect for target practice 

  

3 lines for drills with 3 coaches 

  

the kids start with their caps forward 

if they knock any down- they move to the back of the line and keep cap forward 

if they miss they they turn cap around and move to back of line 

after second miss they are out 



continue to play until you have the last player 

  

Its great to hear the kids say "ugghh I hate turning my hat around- I guess I need to 

practice more!" 

 

--//-- 

 

From Ronnie… 

 

Hi y’all ,I’m gonna tell you this idea and before I tell you gotta know it may seem 

extreme for some so please don't judge too harshly .let me say first like alot of you dads 

coaching I grew up practicing by myself ,so have incorporated that into my kids today.  

Back-up is our favorite warm-up drill with a twist. we split the team in half, first half 

facing the gym wall. 

Second line about six feet behind.  First line fires the ball at the wall hopefully catching 

the rebound but if not the other line is there to back them up and practice a relay throw 

back to the original player fast moving and very aerobic.  My five and six year olds love 

this game of wall ball. 

thanks yall for the help you’ve given us 

 

--//-- 

 

From Celeste… 

 

Tee-Ball Swap 

 

Something we do, and I am sure all of you have done it too, is put a mop bucket on it's 

side at first base. As I hit the ball around the infield the players try to throw into the 

bucket. It's a lot of fun for the kids and teaches accuracy and to throw to first not run the 

player down. That's it .....pretty simple! 

 

--//-- 

 

From Art… 

 

 

Tee-Ball Swap 

Not too sure if this will work with the bigger guys but for T-ball it's Ideal.  In an effort to 

include all the kids we change positons often.  For Ex.  Timmy is in the pitchers position 

for about 7 batters, half of the team we are playing against.  Next, I'll swith him with our 

right fielder and that players gets to be at the pitchers position.  Yes, I could have our all 

star in there all the time, but it's really neat to see how excited the kids get when they get 

an opportunity to play other positions. 

 

 

--//-- 



 

From Tim… 

 

Tee-Ball Swap 

 

Baserunning Tag 

 

To help them learn sequence of bases and et warmed up. 

 

Have a player on 1st, 2nd and 3rd. 

Imaginary hit has batter run to first and tags the runner at first(hand to 

hand), who then runs to second and tags the runner at second, who runs and 

tags the runner at third, who them comes home.  run through the order once 

or twice.  Coach is the last runner. 

 

Idea is to burn energy, keep everyone moving, also understand to look for 

runner ahead on basepath, and learns the bases...quick drill that gets 

everyone warmed up. 

 

--//-- 

 

From Greg… 

 

I would like to add a drill I made up this year.To keep it short I call it the  (SCHOOL 

NAME) Hawks Drill 

Just a little bit of everything rolled into one, at the end of every practice we run 

the Hawks drill- 

i place 3 balls along first base-approx 6 ft apart * a coach on 1st, girls start at home plate 

1 at a time, sprint to first ball and throw to 1st, then back to touch plate, run 2 second ball 

throw to first, back to plate and third ball the same, after throwing third ball they sprint 

back to plate, touch plate then sprint around 1st & 2nd (like hitting a double)still have 

there gloves, after rounding 2nd they take a ground ball from coach hitting from plate 

then they throw to 1st, sprint to 3rd take another ground ball to first, then they put there 

glove down and start on third with a lead off or two, then they steal home and slide,after 

they hit home they sprint to third and before they can get there gloves back they do 15 

push ups and a complete lap around the field.. 

any miss throws,missed touching bases etc they go to the end of the line and redo it until 

they get it right. 

may help some, may not but i coach high school girls and they make a fun game out of 

this. 

 

--//-- 

 
 

 

 

 



 


